
Our Full-Time MBA Bootcamps reinforce 
your quantitative skills. Bootcamp topics 
are curated through feedback from 
current MBA students and employers 
to prepare you for success in your core 
MBA coursework. Proficiency in these 
areas is deemed critical for success 
in both the classroom as well as the 
workplace. Bootcamps are required 
for some students, based on prior 
coursework.

These sessions are offered before the 
start of your program to serve as a 
way to ease into the business school 
experience. Set yourself up for success 
in your core coursework by taking 
advantage of the bootcamp offerings. 
In these sessions you will review key 
concepts in each subject to improve 
your quantitative abilities in specific 
areas and refresh your familiarity with 
quantitative tasks. 

Some bootcamps are offered in a hybrid 
format with a self-directed virtual module 
preceding a classroom course led by 
Northeastern University faculty. Others 
are only offered in the classroom. You’ll 
find these details listed by each course.

MATH BOOTCAMP
- Professor-led 
The Math Bootcamp has two main goals: First, to give an intensive and focused 
review for the mathematics required for courses of a quantitative nature such 
Economics, Finance, Operations, and Data Analysis. The second is to help students 
be attuned to and be comfortable with the kind of mathematical and analytical 
thinking that can be beneficial for many problems and issues in business.

ACCOUNTING BOOTCAMP 
- Module 1: Self-directed 
- Module 2: Professor-led
The accounting bootcamp will begin with a review of material from the online course. 
Students will work in small groups on a case that provides a hands-on introduction 
to the basic accounting framework as well as issues involved in analyzing economic 
transactions so that they are properly reflected on accounting statements. Finally, a 
few key concepts beyond the online course will be discussed.

ECONOMICS BOOTCAMP
- Module 1: Self-directed 
- Module 2: Professor-led
The managerial economics bootcamp reinforces the online course material with 
material on cost functions (average, variable, marginal, economies of scale and 
scope, etc.), on firm pricing, on product differentiation, and on market forces and 
market equilibrium (supply and demand).

STATISTICS BOOTCAMP
- Module 1: Self-directed 
- Module 2: Professor-led
The statistics bootcamp will review the self-led course material and review 
application of statistics in the business world. You will review the core concepts in 
the interpretation of numerical data to better prepare you for the curriculum.

Pre-MBA Bootcamps
OPEN TO FULL-TIME MBA STUDENTS


